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Abstract

This paper proposes an architecture for extensible Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) simulator based on the open-source software. There are many useful open source systems but hard to integrate. To solve integration problems, we design an open-source based simulation architecture that can cooperate with another open-source application easily. Our simulation architecture consists of a physical simulator, a simulation manager, and external applications. The simulation manager constructs a simulation scenario and objects properties. Also, through the simulation manager, we can efficiently connect objects in the CPS simulator with external applications. Using this simulation architecture, we can make open-source based CPS simulator that can work efficiently with other open-source applications.
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1. Introduction

In research of Intelligence Cyber-Physical Systems (iCPS), to make and operate good simulation is important issue because testing of iCPS systems in real-world environments requires high cost and dangerous components such as vehicles. Also, to follow the pace of development to technology, we need to research through simulation. Because of these reasons, many researchers used various applications for build-up Cyber-Physical simulation system. For example, the Veins framework combines OMNet++ and SUMO to make vehicular network simulations [1-3]. However, it is difficult efficiently to connect with other applications. In this paper, we propose an extensible simulation system through merging these open-source based applications that supplement each other. To connect two or more applications, we should made a simulation manager that manage interface between application and controls simulation states.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and 3 describes the architecture of iCPS simulation system. Next, Section 4 presents system scenario of the system. Finally, conclusion is provided in Section 5.

2. System Architecture

The main components of iCPS simulation are physical simulator, simulation manager, and external applications. The simulation manager can connects with two or more open-source applications to construct extensible simulating environment for conduct of iCPS simulation system.

![Figure 1: Architecture of iCPS Simulation](image-url)
The simulation manager has three roles; simulation initiator, simulation logger, and object manager. Reading simulation information file and object description file written by JSON, the simulation manager constructs simulation environment and controls simulation state such as start or stop. During the simulation, the simulation manager logs simulation information such as position or velocity of objects to review some simulation results. Also, simulation manager makes skeleton code that contains object definition and interface for external applications.

We choose V-REP for physical simulator because of some reasons [4]. First, V-REP is open-source software that has useful online document. Second, V-REP support various programming language for flexibility and extensibility. Last, V-REP support external interface called by Remote API. For these reasons, V-REP can communicate efficiently with other applications. Also, simulation manager makes skeleton code that contains object definition and interface for external applications.

We choose V-REP for physical simulator because of some reasons [4]. First, V-REP is open-source software that has useful online document. Second, V-REP support various programming language for flexibility and extensibility. Last, V-REP support external interface called by Remote API. For these reasons, V-REP can communicate efficiently with other applications. Also, simulation manager makes skeleton code that contains object definition and interface for external applications.

3. Simulation components

In this section, we explain each components of iCPS simulation system in detail.
4. Scenario of Simulation

In this section, we show two scenario; one is simulation manager case and the other is external application case.

4.1. Scenario of simulation manager

Simulation manager sends command to V-REP simulator and other applications to initiate iCPS simulation. The start point of simulation is synchronized by simulation manager. On the other hand, V-REP synchronizes progress of simulation during simulation. Simulation manager read JSON files that include simulation information and objects description to make V-REP scene. When the simulation is started, Script Function Manager gets objects information and sends to simulation manager for logging. Simulation manager save log file as some logging options in JSON files. When the specific condition is satisfied, simulation manager sends command to V-REP to stop the simulation. Figure 4 show this scenario.

4.2. Scenario of external application

External applications such as OMNet++ are started by simulation manager. These applications handle V-REP simulation through Remote API. For example, the applications change coordinate of objects or add new objects in scene. At that same time, these applications participate in simulation using Remote API. Also, external applications get information from V-REP and do their work such as complex calculation or other simulation. All these works are processed by Script Function Manager. External applications send come command to Script Function Manager through Remote API. Figure 5 show the scenario of external applications.

5. Implementation for Intelligent Transportation Systems

In this section, we show intelligent transportation system made by our architecture as an implementation example. The system can simulate physics and network environment. To build V-REP scene, the simulation manager read JSON file that describe vehicles and crossroads. V-REP simulates virtual vehicles on roads. In the simulation system, each vehicle measure coordinate using virtual GPS. OMNet++ simulates network communications.
between vehicles. OMNet++ gets coordinate of vehicle from V-REP and simulate packet exchange between two vehicles. The following vehicle calculates a distance from leading vehicle. If the distance is smaller than safety distance, the following vehicle stops to avoid collision. Figure 6 is screenshot of V-REP simulation of intelligent transportation system.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we purpose extensible simulation architecture for iCPS projects. We design simulation manager to provide extensibility of simulation systems. The simulation manager conduct the iCPS simulation. It control simulation states, record the simulation information, and make skeleton code that contain interface for external applications. Also, we choose V-REP simulation for physical simulation because it support many functions such as Remote API. To demonstrate that many applications can be integrated efficiently, we connect V-REP with OMNet++ as networking simulator. We expect this simulation architecture will help many research who want to combine many open-source application for iCPS projects.
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